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My talk for the workshop will sketch part of the argument of an essay in draft on 
“Mind Games with Augustine and Auerbach,” the opening sections of which are 
given below. The equally tentative subtitle of the essay—another piece of which 
may get an outing at the upcoming EMC conference on “Transforming Books”—is 
“Rethinking the Emergence of (Western) Literature as a Problem in Cognitive 
History.” The focus of my workshop remarks will be Book 8 of the Confessions 
(attached in the new translation by Sarah Ruden), especially the paragraph or two 
immediately preceding Augustine’s account of Ponticianus’ tale of the two imperial 
agents “converted” at Trier by a chance reading of the Life of Antony (p. 219). 

 
 
FLASHBACK TO THE DEATH OF LITERATURE 
In Plato’s Cave (1999), Alvin Kernan’s winningly dyspeptic scholarly autobiography, 
misses no chance to extend the post-mortem of his earlier, anti-postmodernist diatribe, 
The Death of Literature (1990), itself partly anticipated in a monograph on Printing 
Technology, Letters, and Samuel Johnson (1987) that is still one of the sharpest accounts 
of the emergence of the modern discourse of “literature.” Beginning a C. P. Snow-bound 
chapter on “The Two Cultures,” Kernan recalls lunchtime conversations among fellows 
of Yale University’s Branford College in the late ‘50s, when he was a junior member of 
the Yale English Department and 

the table was graced sometimes by Eric Auerbach [1892-1957], the great German 
philologist who was famous for his book Mimesis, which he had written as a 
German Jewish refugee teaching in Istanbul during the war with only his small 
personal library available to him. Now that he was at Yale he felt that he had to 
make use of the vast resources of Sterling Library. Ironically, the result of riches 
was a dreary book on rhetoric, read and used by few; Mimesis, however, with its 
exquisite explorations of the way reality was perceived and rendered in texts from 
the Bible to the present, has become one of the classics of our time. It was at the 
Branford fellows’ table that Auerbach one day had a stroke, from which he later 
died, and was carried down to the red leather couch in my office just off the 
stairway to the hall. (107-8) 

Whether Auerbach’s Mimesis (1947; Eng. tr. 1953) can still be described as “one of the 
classics of our time” is debatable. There is no doubt, however, that it was an invaluable 
resource for departments of English during the long ascendancy of the New Criticism, 
both as a model of how to do “close readings” of texts apart from poems by (say) Donne, 
Keats, Dickinson or Stevens and as a substitute for the discredited genre of large-scale 
narrative literary history. 

Kernan’s caricature of Auerbach as a half-hearted user of Yale’s Sterling Library 
should fool no-one. Nor is it quite fair to write off the great philologist’s last work as “a 
dreary book on rhetoric,” few though its perusers will be when counted against the 
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thousands presumed to have admiringly fingered “Odysseus’ Scar.” Yet how many 
readers of Mimesis reach the end of Chapter 2, with its excerpts from Petronius, Tacitus 
and the New Testament, and its diagnosis of a specifically Christian experience of 
“antagonism between sensory appearance and meaning” (49), or broach Chapter 3, “The 
Arrest of Peter Valvomeres,” even more dense and difficult in its meditations on the 
course of “western literature”? It was in an attempt to do fuller justice to issues raised 
there and in the following chapter (on the sixth-century Frankish history of Gregory of 
Tours) that Auerbach embarked on studies that he would barely complete before being 
carried to Dr. Kernan’s couch to prefigure the Death of Literature. 

Read or not, Auerbach’s posthumous last work has the distinction of being the 
first book to appear with “late antiquity” (translating Spätantike) in its title, fully half a 
decade before Peter Brown’s World of Late Antiquity gave that locution a start towards 
the currency it has since acquired in Anglophone scholarship, and nearly a quarter of a 
century ahead of the first book-length work in English to give it any coherent sense as a 
literary-historiographical periodization. Pace Kernan, Literary Language and its Public 
in Late Latin Antiquity and in the Middle Ages contains riches. No other treatment of its 
primary materials has come close to matching it for intellectual power. As a supplement 
to Mimesis, LLP nonetheless falls short. Critically, it fails to recreate the drama that can 
be felt on nearly every page of the earlier book. Whatever may have been added to that 
drama by the author’s exile in Istanbul, it derived in the first place from his decision to 
place a Jewish-Christian “representation of reality” at the core of his literary-historical 
narrative. Unlike his great rival in literary comparatism, Ernst Robert Curtius, Auerbach 
credited Christianity with an early direct influence on “the development of literary 
expression” and so upon “the development of European culture since antiquity.” Even 
now, late in the history of Europe and its “worlds,” there may be something for us to 
learn from looking back to Mimesis to see what this Jewish refugee and German 
expatriate found happening in texts of Latin late antiquity— something for us especially, 
since what he claimed to find were the stirrings of a cognitive revolution. 
 
THE LATER ROMAN EMPIRE OF ERICH AUERBACH 
The breathtaking Chapter 3 of Mimesis brings together four Latin texts, one from the 
mid-second century CE and three from the late fourth. Every one of them stages an 
emotionally charged scene in a well-defined urban setting. The first, excerpted from the 
Res gestae or Roman history of Ammianus Marcellinus, describes how a prefect of the 
city of Rome, Leontius (whose tenure can be dated to 356), faced down an angry mob by 
stringing up its ringleader, one Peter Valvomeres (otherwise unknown to history). The 
second shifts the scene from Rome to a city in Thessaly, where the protagonist of 
Apuleius’ novella The Metamorphoses of Lucius watches helplessly as the allegedly sub-
standard contents of his shopping-basket are trampled underfoot by order of the official 
in charge of the market—an old student friend of his, so keen to show off his authority 
that he leaves his former drinking companion supperless, out of pocket, and at risk of 
reprisals from disgruntled retailers. After that, it is back to Rome for a scene laid by 
Jerome outside the door of the mansion of super-rich senator and Christian “convert” 
Pammachius, where the sick and the maimed now clamour for charitable relief. Finally, 
still at Rome in the late fourth century, we follow Augustine’s friend Alypius into the 
Flavian Amphitheatre, and see him spectacularly fail to resist the blood-lust of a 
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gladiatorial contest. All these scenes—with the partial but critical exception of the one 
from the Confessions—are evidence for Auerbach of a cognitive malaise brought on by 
the deterioration of living conditions in the period of the Empire’s terminal decline. His 
catalogue of symptoms is punishing: “magical and sensory dehumanization,” “paralysis 
of the human,” “the distorted, gory, and spectral reality of the age,” “something 
grotesquely gruesome and inhumanly convulsive,” “like a bad dream,” “a somber and 
highly rhetorical realism… totally alien to classical antiquity,” “something spectrally 
sadistic,” “a good deal of silliness,” and so on—for pages. 

Auerbach’s anthology of texts of later Latin texts is tendentious, his view of 
Roman “decline” prejudicial. What is his point? That Augustine’s text, unlike those of his 
classical precursors and late antique congeners, and in spite of his own inevitable 
subjection to “the forces of the time,” enables us to see and feel the true drama and 
struggle of human life, as if it were taking place before us (Was ihn auf den ersten Blick 
von den anderen Texten unterscheidet, ist die Wärme des dramatisch-menschlichen 
Kampfs… [E]r fühlt und gibt unmittelbar menschliches Leben, welches vor unseren 
Augen lebt [71]). Tellingly, it is the instant of Alypius’ capitulation to the sensory 
overload of the amphitheatre that justifies that affirmation. One minute Augustine’s 
friend is smugly sure of his superiority to the human animals beside him in the crowd, the 
next he outdoes them in his headlong passion. Augustine to God: “What more can I say? 
He looked, he shouted, he caught fire” (Conf. 6.8.13: Quid plura? Spectavit, clamavit, 
exarsit). Auerbach: 

The about-face [der Umschlag, “the flip”] is complete. And such an about-face 
from one extreme to the very opposite is also characteristically Christian. Like 
Peter in the denial scene [Mimesis, Ch. 2] (and inversely [umgekehrt] Paul on his 
way to Damascus), he falls the more deeply the higher he stood. And, like Peter, 
he will rise again. For his defeat is not final… Christianity… is, after all, itself a 
movement from the depths, from the depths of the multitude as from the depths of 
immediate emotion (sowohl aus der Tiefe der Vielen als auch aus der Tiefe des 
unmittelbaren Gefühls [71]). (69) 

We can stop there, before Auerbach starts to explain how, in the Confessions and 
elsewhere, Augustine used parataxis, of a kind familiar from Latin translations of the 
Bible, to convey the drama of “inner events” in ways that classical rhetoric would have 
precluded. That analysis, which forms part of a larger argument about the emergence of a 
Christian sermo humilis or “plain style,” is crucial to his overall narrative of the rise of 
“serious realism” in western literature, and would be pursued in Literary Language and 
Its Public. In the remaining pages of Chapter 3 of Mimesis, without bringing any more 
texts to bear, he also lays out his view of the Christian “figural” interpretation of history. 
It is at this point that the two main lines of his account of how “reality was perceived and 
rendered in texts from the Bible [and Homer] to the present” (Kernan) become fully 
visible, even if they do not cross until Chapter 8, in Dante’s Commedia, the undramatic 
poem at the still centre of Auerbach’s imagination of the drama of European literature.  

Chapter 3, “The Arrest of Peter Valvomeres”—the central “late antique” chapter 
of Mimesis—carries a heavy burden of exposition. Over and beyond that, it secures the 
book’s dramatic plot and theatrical spirit. On the basis of a short passage from the 
Confessions, it purports to show how the world-changing “movement” (Bewegung) of 
Christianity—understood as “a movement from the depths of the multitude,” that is, of a 
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population 99.9% comprised of individuals unnamed in national histories like those of 
modern European nations—was transmitted from texts of the New Testament (Ch. 2) into 
the elite “literary” culture of the later Roman Empire. Nowhere in the book is the author’s 
management of his own special effects more obvious than it is here. The Roman horizon 
darkens for the sake of a Christian dawn about to break. Mobs assemble so that Alypius, 
after a Christ-like catabasis, can rise again, stripped of the “rational individualistic culture 
of classical antiquity” (69), l’homme moyen sensuel. Chapter 3 is the Sturm und Drang 
chapter of Mimesis, in which Auerbach’s Volk-ish Romanticism takes wing for its earthly 
heaven. The earlier part of it—before the heavyweight critical-historical exposition kicks 
in—is almost pure drama: the drama of an event, a moment, an emotion; the drama of a 
sudden cognitive “flip.” 

* 
What if we were now to re-periodize “The Arrest of Peter Valvomeres”?  
How would the same texts look in the light of early twenty-first-century scholarly 

understandings of late antiquity?  
How would the inferences drawn by Auerbach from Augustine’s account of 

Alypius’s “pre-conversion” in the Colosseum hold up to more recent approaches to the 
“conversion” narrative(s) of the Confessions?  

What difference would any of this make to our belated sense of the course—or 
emergence—of “western literature” between (late) antiquity and (late) modernity? 

 
* 

Given how fast and far the horizons of the “world of late antiquity” have 
expanded since Auerbach took his fill of volumes of the Patrologia Latina supplied to 
him by the papal nunzio in Istanbul, Angelo Roncalli (later Pope John XXIII), an 
experiment of this kind has to be even more selective than the original. For a start, we 
must reluctantly to set aside the Metamorphoses (a.k.a. “The Golden Ass”) of Apuleius, 
the only surviving Latin prose narrative from antiquity that stands comparison with the 
Confessions, the only “conversion” story to earn a chapter of its own from A. D. Nock, a 
book that Augustine would have known since his schooldays spent in the author’s home 
town of Madauros, and whose influence on the voicing, structure, themes, tone and 
coloration of his prayerful, tearful tale of himself has yet to be properly assessed. The 
market-scene from Apuleius appears in Chapter 3 of Mimesis to show how soon the 
“sombre and highly rhetorical” fashion of post-classical realism set in. The three other 
texts in that chapter, the ones that create its historical focus, cluster tightly in the late 
fourth century, the more tightly in virtue of their common choice of Rome as scene. 
Ammianus Marcellinus’ history of the empire—for which only the later books, dealing 
with events between the mid-350s and 380, are extant—was researched, composed and 
recited to audiences in Rome before being published as a whole, probably in the early 
390s. The letter from Jerome in Bethlehem to Pammachius, his long-time friend and 
patron at Rome, was a booster for the author’s role as impresario of Christian ascetic 
lifestyles; it is datable to 398, the year after Augustine, then recently appointed (395) as a 
bishop in the north African port-city of Hippo, began—and may have completed—the 
Confessions. The three authors were contemporaries. All were from the provinces but had 
lived at Rome. By the time these texts appeared in the 390s, each had run through at least 
one career and acquired a “literary” reputation beyond his immediate circle. 
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 One does not look for much of this kind of biographical-contextual information 
in Mimesis. It is at odds with Auerbach’s purpose, which was to have classic texts—
minute excerpts of classic texts—disclose deep-running currents in the mentality and 
literary-aesthetic instrumentality of their times. In Mimesis (original subtitle: Dargestellte 
Wirklichkeit in der abendländischen Literatur), doubly textual events—events narrated 
by texts in their carefully scenographed eventfulness as texts—“set forth” or “perform” 
(darstellen) an earthly reality in which the untranscendent sense or destiny of a common 
human life may progressively be read. “European” or “western literature” is the objective 
medium of an intersubjective act of worlded self-cognition. The theory behind this 
hermeneutical scheme Auerbach derives (on a hint from Hegel) from Dante’s Commedia. 
Its genesis, or at least its underlying conditions of possibility, he locates already in a time 
between the scripting of St. Paul’s Letters, formative for the Jewish-Christian line of 
figural or typological interpretation, and the end of the Roman Empire in the West, 
signalled at the close of Chapter 3 of Mimesis by Augustine’s City of God.  

In the final essay in Literary Language and Its Public, Auerbach would re-
traverse the longer period between the late first century CE and Dante, without being able 
to mark a decisive turning-point or contrive a single moment of drama after the chapter’s 
opening anecdote. This was a tale told by Pliny, in which a member of the Roman 
equestrian order seated next to Tacitus at the Circus Maximus, hearing that his neighbour, 
a stranger to him, was widely known for his “literary work” (so Auerbach—the Latin has 
studia), asked him: “Are you Tacitus or Pliny?” This vignette of face-to-face “literary 
conversation at Rome” serves in LLP as something like a figure or type whose antitype or 
historical fulfilment would be the future multilingual European community of national 
cultures held together by a “literature” blending the humane values of classical antiquity 
with an understanding of human destiny made possible by… Christian figural 
interpretation. The second-to-last proper noun in the closing paragraph of LLP is 
“Europe.” The last is “Rome.” “The conversation at the circus outranks all other evidence 
at our disposal,” Auerbach avers, “because the truth it contains is purely implicit” (238). 
We can be fairly certain that Pliny retold the story for the sake of that implicitness effect. 
His letters (the story occurs in one of them) are thick with events that none-too-purely 
imply their contexts. That context is always essentially the same: a Roman “world”—a 
Rome-centred empire—in which people everywhere are reading Pliny! The chapter-
epigraph on the page ahead of Auerbach’s rehearsal of the episode in the Circus Maximus 
comes from a Roman poet who in a suite of epigrams De spectaculis had hymned the 
opening of the Flavian Amphitheatre, a short walk away: “Reader, you are my riches; 
when Rome had given you to me, she said: ‘We have nothing of greater worth that we 
could give you’” (Martial, Epigrammata 10.2, lines 5-6). 

 
* 

Re-worlded as texts dramatizing their authors’ relationships—as Latin writers—
with Rome and its empire, the three fourth-century texts of Chapter 3 of Mimesis may yet 
prove eventful for the book’s original plotline. 


